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Name: ID:
Midterm Exam (5-11-2017) Total Marks: 10 points
Operating System-2          Time: 45 mins           Instructor: Dr. Ghada Ahmed

Please use a pencil

1. In distributed system each processor has its own
A local memory
B clock
C both a and b
D None of the above

2. If one node fails in distributed system
A the remaining nodes can continue

operating
B all the nodes will stop working
C directly connected sites will stop working
D None of the above

3.Processes on the remote systems are identified
by
A host ID
B host name and identifier
C identifier
D process ID

4.A thread shares its resources(like data section,
code section, open files, signals) with :
A other process similar to the one that the

thread belongs to
B other threads that belong to similar

processes
C other threads that belong to the same

process
D None of the above

5.Multithreading an interactive program will
increase responsiveness to the user by :
A continuing to run even if a part of it is

blocked
B waiting for one part to finish before the

other begins
C asking the user to decide the order of

multithreading
D None of the above

6. Resource sharing helps :
A share the memory and resources of the

process to which the threads belong.
B an application have several different

threads of activity all within the same
address space

C reduce the address space that a process
could potentially use

D All of the above
7.Multithreading on a multiprocessors machine

A decreases concurrency
B increases concurrency
C doesn't affect the concurrency
D can increase or decrease the concurrency

8.The kernel is ____ of user threads.
A a part of
B unaware of
C aware of
D the creator of

9.If the kernel is single threaded, then any user level
thread performing a blocking system call will:
A cause the entire process to run along with

the other threads
B cause the thread to block with the other

threads running
C cause the entire process to block even if

the other threads are available to run
D None of the above

10.Which of the following is FALSE ?
A Context switch time is longer for kernel

level threads than for user level threads
B User level threads do not need any

hardware support
C Related kernel level threads can be

scheduled on different processors in a
multiprocessor system

D Blocking one kernel level thread blocks all
other related threads

11.Bounded waiting implies that there exists a
bound on the number of times a process is
allowed to enter its critical section :
A after a process has made a request to

enter its critical section and before the
request is granted

B when another process is in its critical
section

C before a process has made a request to
enter its critical section

D none of the above
12. If the semaphore value is negative:

A it is invalid
B its magnitude is the number of processes

waiting on that semaphore
C no operation can be further performed on

it until the signal operation is performed
on it

D None of the above
13.In NFS, the remote file access model

A client need to connect to server for every
file operation

B consumes more network bandwidth than
upload/download model

C is good if the client will make only one
access

D all of the above
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14.The following program consists of 3 concurrent
processes and 3 binary semaphores. The
semaphores are initialized to "0"
Process P0
while(true){
wait(S0);
print 'A';
signal(S1);
signal(S2);
}
Process P1
wait(S1);
Signal(S0);
Process P2
wait(S2);
signal(S0);
How many times will P0 print ‘A’ ?
A At least twice
B Exactly twice
C Exactly once
D Never print it

15.All processes share a semaphore variable
mutex, initialized to 1. Suppose a process
executes in the following manner :
signal(mutex);
critical section
wait(mutex);
In this situation :
A a deadlock will occur
B processes will starve to enter critical

section
C several processes maybe executing in

their critical section
D All of the above

16.Virtualization is important as
A Hardware changes faster than software
B Ease of portability and code migration
C Isolation of failing or attacked components
D All of the above

17.All processes share a semaphore variable
mutex, initialized to 1. Suppose a process
executes in the following manner :
wait(mutex);
critical section
wait(mutex);
In this situation:
A a deadlock will occur
B processes will starve to enter critical

section
C several processes maybe executing in

their critical section
D all of the above

18.Consider the methods used by processes P1
and P2 for accessing their critical sections
whenever needed, as given below. The initial
values of shared boolean variables S1 and S2
are randomly assigned.
Method used by P1 :
while(S1==S2);
Critical section
S1 = S2;
Method used by P2 :
while(S1!=S2);
Critical section
S2 = not(S1);
Which of the following statements describes
properties achieved ?
A Mutual exclusion but not progress
B Progress but not mutual exclusion
C Neither mutual exclusion nor progress
D Both mutual exclusion and progress

19.Remote Procedure Calls are used :
A for communication between two

processes remotely different from each
other on the same system

B for communication between two
processes on the same system

C for communication between two
processes on separate systems

D None of the above
20.Which of the following considered as reason/s to

migrate code
A Minimizing communication by ensuring

that computations are close to
where the data is

B Maximize communication between
client/server

C Client machine can not execute the code
and do not have the resources

D all of the above
21.Communication between caller & callee can be

hidden by using procedure-call mechanism.
A True
B False
C Depend on the application
D Depend on server status

22.BonusQuestion: Consider a chain of
processes P1, P2, ..., Pn implementing a
multitiered client-server architecture. Process Pi
is client of process Pi +1, and Pi will return a
reply to Pi −1 only after receiving a reply from Pi
+1. What are the main problems with this
organization when taking a look at the request-
reply performance at process P1? (solve at the
back end of the answer sheet with pencil please)
Performance can be expected to be bad for large n. The problem is
that each communication between two successive layers is, in
principle, between two different machines. Consequently, the
performance between P1 and P2 may also be determined by n −2
request-reply interactions between the other layers. Another problem
is that if one machine in the chain performs badly or is even
temporarily unreachable, then this will immediately degrade the per-
formance at the highest level.
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